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Center for Shipping and Logistics (CSL)

Stein W. Wallace, Head of CSL

Professor, Department of Business and Management Science

• Additional 12 full-time positions + 5 PhD students

• 6 Professors

• 2 Associate professors

• 2 Postdoc/Assistant professor

• 2 Postdocs

• Strong track record in external funding, nearly NOK 70 mill since 2012

• Complete cluster of competencies leading in Norway and in some areas

internationally

Optimization/operations research, logistics, shipping economics,

environmental economics, maritime history, statistics, shipping finance etc
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Logistics and Economics of Autonomous Vessels (AUTOLOG)

• NRC-funded researcher project

• NOK 9.7m budget (2018 2021)

• Focus areas:

• Flexible lane design and

scheduling.

• Economics of deep-sea

autonomous shipping.
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Autonomous vessels have the potential to redefine the industry

Global companies' logistics chains are likely to become more

integrated and adaptable using the whole fleet in an optimal way.1

1Autonomous ships, the next step. AAWA project, www.Rolls-Royce.com
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Evolution of research on autonomous technologies
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Challenge: Stronger awareness of the environment

Gu, Y., Wallace, S.W., Wang, X. (2018). Integrated maritime fuel management with

stochastic fuel prices and new emission regulations.
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Challenge: Volatile industry with high uncertainties
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What can we do?

• Build ships even larger to have more economies of scale?

• Continue to decrease the sailing speed and use slow steaming

forever?

• Charge all the additional costs to the shippers and act like

nothing happened?

• Increase operational efficiency and decrease the carbon

footprint through technology and innovation, such as

autonomous ships
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Flexible lane design and scheduling

• Current state of linear shipping

• Fixed lanes and schedules on the basis of anticipated demand

• Legacy system from pre-container days

• Trend towards digitalization could change this

• Easier access to and aggregation of real time demand data

• Better visibility may improve planning and allow for better

matching of supply and demand

• Possible solution: Let lanes and schedules adapt to shippers

preferences

• Autonomous vessels may assist in this transformation towards

“on demand” container shipping

• (Bulk shipping is already on demand)

• May allow for competitive agile fleets of mid-size vessels

trading on the basis of dynamically optimized networks
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The future of logistics with autonomous vessels

• The traditional logistics models will be disrupted challenging

the current business models.

• The autonomous technology will help to improve the

operational efficiency of the logistic networks.

• Those improvements will help to overcome the challenge of

the high initial investment of this new technology.

• There is a big opportunity to achieve significant emissions

reduction through the combination of electrification and

operational efficiency.
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